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Dr. Zschokke's memoir is full of most valuable informa
tion and will be for long consulted by all interested in 
the distribution of life in the Alps. 

Dr. Lorenz's monograph 1 deals with a ~ath~r isola~ed 
range of no great elevation, the culmmatmg pomt, 
the Flascherspitz, being only 1137 m. above sea-level, 
but it is one of great interest, which has attracted the 
attention of Swiss geoiogists for quite half a century 
because of its paheontology (the strata range from the 
Inferior Oolite upwards) and its tectonic structure. On 
the former ground it is chiefly remarkable, because here 
the fauna of the " Dogger" changes from _its wester~ to 
its eastern facies · on the latter because its geological 
structure is extr~mely compli~ated, and the rel~tio_n 
which it bears to the neighbouring parts of the cham 1s 
not easily determined. The range has a general _tre~d 
from north-west to south-east, the smaller part bemg m 
the Principality of Liechtenstein and the rest in Canton 
Graubunden. A study of the tectonic structure shows 
the range to consist of Jurassic and N eocomian beds, its 
south-eastern portion being formed of a much-~roke_n 
overfold pointing to_wards t~e ~orth-west, fo\lowed m this 
direction by a synclinal, which mcludes a mmor overfold 
and has its axial plane roughly parallel to the former 
one. .Dr. Lorenz connects these crust. wrinklings with 
the. famous." Glarner doppel-falte," which, however, he 
would prefer to call the "Glarner Bog_en-'.' The struc
ture .in his opinion, is a result of the smkmg (senkung) 
of the Oberland massif. He gives a succession of sec
tions along the line of curve to prove the rt;lat\ons,?i_p, 
but we should substitute "upheaval" for '' smkmg 111 
explaining the structure. The crystalline cort; indicates 
the region where the oldest rocks have been raised t_o the 
greatest elevation, and have thus pro_duc~d, by their _re
sistance to further movement, the wnnklmg, overfold111g 
and overthrusting of the peripheral sedimentary masses. 
He thinks also that there have been two sets of move
ments, which indeed is corroborated by other regions of 
the Alps. 

GEORGE FRANCIS FITZGERALD. 

T HOSE who knew the University of Dublin twenty 
years ago \Viii remember that the idol of the under

graduates and the hope of the older men was George 
Francis FitzGerald. He was of high intellectual lineage 
on both sides : his father was the most distinguished 
prelate in the Irish Protestant Church, and his uncles are 
men of large and original scientific achievement. His 
early education was conducted at home, in col!lpany with 
his two brothers, one (now professor of engmeenng at 
Belfast) a year older than himself, the other younger. 
He was good at physical science and all subjects requiring 
close observation, from his earliest years ; and the 
ambition to become a master was soon aroused. The 
mathematical and physical tendency seems to have come 
mainly from his mother's side, his strong metaphysical 
bent from both sides of the family. In his student 
career he attained all the distinctions that lay in his 
path with an ease, and wore them with a grace, that 
endeared him to his rivals and contemporaries. On 
taking his first degree in 1871 he settled down, at 
twenty years of age, after the manner of the pick of the 
Dublin men, to a wide and independent course of reading 
with a view to a Fellowship. At that time vacancies were 
of very rare occurrence; so that it was not until 1877, 
on his second time of trying, that he attained the position 
of a Fellow of Trinity College. The examination in 
mathematical and physical science included papers on 
selected portions of the works of the great mathematical 

2 "MOnographie der Flascherberges." By Dr. Th. Lorenz. Beitrage 
zur Geologischen Karte der Schweiz, _N eue Folge, X Lieferung, with 
geological niap, 4 plates of sec ions, and 13 other illustrations. Pp. 64. 
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physicists ; to a mind of the calib_re of FitzGerald'a, the 
early and intimate acquaintance which was thus promoted 
with the classical writings of Lagrange and Laplace, of 
Hamilton and MacCullagh, with their modes of thought 
as well as the results that they won, must have formed 
the best possible foundation for a scientific career. A 
training which aims only at sound kn<?wledge and estab
lished results may find a shorter path m the study of the 
latest text-books of the day; but if a man is to be a true 
leai:ier he must be interested even more in the philosophy 
than in the facts of his science. It must have been of 
rare value to a maturing mind of keen temper to observe 
closely at first hand the lines of attack of the great 
masters of the past age on prob.Jems whic_h were crystal
lising into knowledge. Acqu_a111tance with the prese_nt 
state of science, however detailed and exact, assume? I!S 
full value as an instrument of progress only when 1t 1s 
accompanied by appreciation of the di~culties that had 
to be circumvented in order to reach 1t, and by obser
vation of the way in which complete logical precision 
may have to be attained at the expense of temporary 
limitation. The subjects that were grouped around 
physical optics were approached in 1;>ublin? in those d~ys, 
through the study of MacCullagh s optical rne!1101~s ; 
these writings were based on a rema_rkable co1:1b1~at10n 
of keen analysis of the facts and direct application of 
the generalised dynamical methods of_ La~ran!:Ie, thus 
presenting all that i11:teres~ of na~ct;nt sc1~nti~c discovery 
which the same topics still retam 111 their wider conne::c
tion with the general problem of the cether. Whatever 
may be the defects of MacCullagh's a~alysis, it ~ad t?e 
saving merit that it put forward no claim to finality; its 
critical comparison and contrast with those of Cauchy 
and Neumann and Green, and the difficulties which its 
procedure suggested fr<?m a re_stricte~ dynamical poin_t of 
view, were the very thmgs with which math~matical 
analyst might be impatient, but over which a m111d con
stituted like FitzGerald's would eagerly brood. When 
the great Treatise of Maxwell, which threw a flood of 
light on these fundamental problems from an altogeth_er 
novel source came into hands thus prepared for its 
appreciation, 'it is not. surprisin~ that a main scientific 
interest became established for life. 

After obtaining his Fellowship, FitzGerald became 
attached to the department of experiment~! p~ysics, ~nd 
conducted or influenced much of the teaching :n physical 
science in addition to carrying on the work of a College; 
tutor. '1n the latter capacity he was eminently successful. 
It was an object of ambition to gain admission to his side, 
which was always full a long time in advance. He had 
considerable athletic prowess, which was kept up for 
many years ; and his services were in g1;eat req~es~ for 
presiding over and administering the athletic orgamsat10ns 
of the College. He gave up tutorial work in 1881 on 
succeeding to the chair of experimental philosophy, which 
he held for the rest of his life. He became a Fellow of 
the Royal Society in 1883, and in 1899 received the 
award of one of its Royal Medals. 

In those early years there were three main centres of 
development of the new departure in electrical t?eory 
which has since revolutionised the whole domam of 
physical science. Maxwell's own presence as a profe_ssor 
had guided the trend of physical thou~ht a_t Cambr~dge 
predominantly into that direction which 1t has_ sm~e 
largely retained ; in Berlin, Helmholiz was d~votm~ hts 
great powers and turning the attent10n o~ his pupils !o 
the discussion and elucidation of the subject ; wlule in 

Dublin its study and investigation became ':'ital under 
FitzGerald's lead and influence. H,s chief formal 
memoir "On the Electromagnetic Theory of the Re
flexion 'and Refraction of Light," was presented to the 
Royal Society at the end of the year 1878; it retains a 
place among the classical writings of modern physics. 
In the years from 1880 to 1885 he contributed to the 
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publications of the Royal Dublin Society, of which he 
was secretary for about ten years, many short condensed 
papers, on the optical and electric influence of the Earth's 
motion, on the amount of the electric radiation from an 
alternating current, on a model illustrating the properties 
of the rether, all of which went straight without super
fluous analysis to the core of the matter on hand, and 
eminently merit '.\fr. Heaviside's description (infra) as 
"not large in bulk, but very choice and original." At 
the present time, after so much progress has been made 
in the abstruse but fundamental topics with which they 
deal, these pioneering papers, like Maxwell's Treatise 
on which they are based, still repay careful study. It is 
much to be desired that they may soon be republished 
in more accessible form, along with their author's other 
scattered writings. 

As years passed, the calls on his time became more 
numerous, in the tender care of his family, in the dis
charge of public duties, and in response to requests for 
advice from an ever-widening circle of devoted scientific 
friends; so that his opportunities for continuous study al
most disappeared. But he always managed to keep wonder
fully abreast of scientific progress in a very wide range of 
knowledge, and spent most of his spare ti,ne in deeply pon
dering over its meaning. The scientific: public of this coun
try was placed very early in touch with Hertz's magnificent 
c1.nd decisive verification of electrodynamic theory, through 
the attention commanded by FitzCerald's brilliant ex
position in his British Association address of 1888. It 
was fitting that this should come from him ; for, as Lord 
Kelvin has recalled, he had five years before pointed out 
to the British Association the possibilities of the very 
plan of obtaining electric radiation of manageable wave
iength which in Hertz's hands has led to success. His 
own activity became more and more absorbed in the 
administration of the College laboratory, rendered more 
arduous by limited funds and distance from other scientific 
centres, and in the promotion of the practical and tech
nical side of physical science. Yet he still followed very 
closely the progress of abstract mathematical physics ; 
hardly any one could be named who had thought more 
deeply, or whose knowledge was more available and 
many-sided, more entirely free from all prepossession or 
prejudice. At the meeting of the British Association 
last September he was, as usual, present, and was of 
course one of the prominent figures; the writer, speaking 
from full knowledge, can testily that the proceedings of 
the physical section were interesting and successful from 
one cause beyond all others-the assiduity with which he 
devoted himself to attendance, and the unceasing flow of 
valuable suggestion and appreciative criticism which he 
contributed. His stores of knowledge were ripening and 
maturing in fibre year by year ; his memory was unfailing, 
and each new fact or phenomenon seemed to find its place 
at once in the setting to which it belonged. \Vhatever 
views were presented to him, however much they jarred 
with his own ideas, were certain to receive patient and 
careful consideration. There was nobody who did more 
to encourage younger men and to bring out what was 
best in them ; the time which he was accustomed to 
devote without stint to the elucidation and improvement of 
the work of others sadly diminished the opportunities for 
work more especially his own. His advice and judgment 
were valued over the whole range of physical science, not 
less in foreign lands than at home, notwithstanding- that 
he published so little. When a physicist or physical 
chemist came to a puzzle or paradox, or was in doubt be
tween various plans of procedure, it seems to have come 
to be almost the natural course to write to FitzGerald. A 
letter of inquiry or criticism always elicited a prompt 
ceply,entirely devoid of pretension to magisterial authority, 
but certain to bring out new aspects of the subject and 
exhibit its connections with other problems. He was 
constantly acting as referee of scientific papers for the 
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Royal Society and other bodies, and was accustomed to 
interest himself in them as if they were his own work. 

He frequently acceded to requests to serve as examiner 
on physics in other Universities, notwithstanding the 
serious drafts on his time and energy that were involved ; 
his connection with the University of London in that 
capacity has been almost uninterrupted since 1888. He 
became one of the Commissioners of Xational Education 
in Ireland in 1898, and immediately threw himself into 
the task of reconstituting primary education on more 
practical lines, undertaking a tour through the United 
States in the autumn of that year in order to study 
American methods. Last year he was appointed a 
member of the Irish Board of Intermediate Education, 
and much was expected from his assistance in working 
out the difficult problems that engage their attention. In 
his own University he was always in the forefront of 
progress, and often wished to move faster than an ancient 
institution is usually inclined to allow. 

In a private letter, in response to a hurried intimation of 
FitzGerald's death, Mr. 0. Heaviside writes as follows:-
" I only saw him twice knowingly, once for two hours, and 
then again for six hours, after a long interval ; yet we had 
a good deal of correspondence at one time, and I seemed to 
have quite an affection for him. A mutual understanding 
had something to do with that. You know that in the 
pre-Hertzian days he had done a good deal of work, not 
large in bulk but very choice and original, in relation to 
the possibilities of Maxwell's theory, then considerably 
undeveloped and little understood ; and his way of look
ing at things was more like my own than anybody's. 
\Veil, he found that I had done a lot of work in the same 
line, and he was most generous in recognising and 
emphasising it. Too generous, of course. You re
member that review of my 'Electrical Papers ' that he 
wrote? No one knew better than myself how to allow 
for his temperament and desire to help me. He used to 
write to me a good deal about electromagnetic problems, 
and I laid down the law to him like-like myself, in fact. 
He took it all very pleasantly. But I knew all the while 
that he had a wider field than myself, and no time to 
specialise much. He had, undoubtedly, the quickest and 
most original brain of anybody. That was a great dis
tinction ; but it was, I think, a misfortune as regards his 
scientific fame. He saw too many openings. His brain 
was too fertile and inventive. I think it would have 
been better for him if he had been a little stupid-I 
mean not so quick and versatile, but more plodding. He 
would have been better appreciated, save by a few." 

Prof. W. Ramsay writes on the day following his 
return from India, when the first news came to him :-

" l understand that it has been thought right for some 
of FitzGerald's friends to contribute each a short notice 
of him as a tribute to his memory. The blow is 
so recent and the feeling of personal loss so acute 
that this is a difficult task. But to me, as to many others, 
FitzGerald was the truest of true friends; always inter
ested, always sympathetic, always encouraging, whether 
the matter discussed was a personal one, or one con
nected with science or with education. And yet I doubt 
if it was these qualities alone which made his presence 
so attractive and so inspiring. I think it was the feeling 
that one was able to converse on equal terms with a man 
who was so much above the level of one's selt, not merely 
in intellectual qualities of mind, but in every respect. I 
know that FitzGerald would have been the last to 
acknowledge this, for he had no trace of intellectual 
pride ; he never put himself forward, and had no desire 
for fame ; he was content to do his duty. And he took 
this to be the task of helping others to do theirs. This 
was happily expressed by the President of the Royal 
Society in awarding him one of the Royal :Vledals, when 
he alluded to the great influence exercised on the J.lro· 
gress of science, due to FitzGerald's placing his services 
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unreservedly at the disposal of every one anxious to 
carry on physical or chemical research. 

"I do not think that FitzGerald ever harboured an 
angry or uncharitable thought about any one, nor have I 
ever known any one who, knowing him, did not regard 
him with the greatest love and respect ; for he was known 
to be absolutely true to himself, and therefore to his 
fellow men. Although he held strong views on many 
points and could defend them with vehemence, his 
argument was never a pen:onal one ; and it was obvious 
that he was actuated solely by a love of truth, and that 
his only object was to defend what he thought to be 
right. Moreover, what FitzGerald thought to be right 
was pretty sure to turn out to be right in the long run. 
::\lay I suggest as the reason why FitzGerald was so 
universally beloved, that he was a Christian in the 
truest sense of the word, and that he followed very 
closely the footsteps of his Master?" 

In a letter from Prof. Tilden to the Times of February 
27, in which, as Dean of the Faculty of Science of the 
University of London, he "places on recotd their high 
appreciation of his brilliant qualities as a man, as a 
teacher, as an investigator, as a leader of scientific 
thought,'' he goes on to speak on his own behalf of 
FitzGerald's modesty and extreme unselfishness, of the 
clarification and enlightenment which many a scientific 
man has owed to his inspiring conversation, of the" most 
memorable discourse" which he delivered to the Chemical 
Society in 1896 as the Helmholtz lecture. The key of 
deep personal loss is struck in a touching and eloquent 
tribute communicated to the Elet!rician hy Dr. 0. Lodge, 
and in a shorter notice in the Times and the Plzilos()jJhiwl 
ll1,~1;azine, coming from one who writes with authority 
on the industrial applications of science. 

Prof. Perry, speaking as President of the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers, records that "in all engineering 
questions he had not only the laboratory experimenter's 
point of view, but also that of the practical engineer. I-I is 
was a mind that saw the bearing of all scientific know
ledge on any practical problem. I have no hesitation in 
saying that in Prof. FitzGerald our profession has lost 
one of its greatest, most beneficent forces.'' In proposing 
a vote of condolence, Prof. Ayrton spoke to the same 
effect. 

The pride and affertion which he inspired in his own 
College is revealed in a masterly appreciation contributed 
to the Athenaeum by one of his colleagues on the literary 
side. "His appearance was not unworthy of his fame. 
'.\lore striking he was than handsome ; but his;ample grey 
locks and beard, his furrowed brow, his penetrating eyes, 
reminded one of the bust of some Greek philosopher, 
which we cannot look upon without that instinctive feel
ing of respect which intellect and character command 
among civilised men.'' 

For some years he had been in precarious health. 
He was subject to recurring attacks of digestive trouble ; 
but the buoyancy with which he threw them off, and the 
unabated zeal with which he returned to his scientific 
pursuits in the intervals of health, concealed the real 
gravity of the situation. I', ews of a sudden crisis was 
received in London and Cambridge with universal feel
ings of deep concern. He has now passed (on 
February 21) from the scene of an active and most 
beneficent career, in the fiftieth year of his age. His 
memory will not die. It will be carried on by a school 
of experimental physics, including the names of Joly and 
Preston and Trouton and \V. E. \Vilson, which he was 
mainly instrumental in creating ; while in a wider 
sphere men such as Heaviside and Lodge and Ramsay 
and Perry have been proud to testify to their indebted
ness and to claim him as their master. Ilis scientific 
place will be henceforth alongside Rowan Hamilton and 
MacCullagh and Humphrey Lloyd, and the other famous 
men who have secured for the Dublin school so 
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prominent a pos1t1on in the edifice of modern physicall 
science. In the higher domain of heart and conduct the 
recollection of his qualities will be an abiding treasure t<>-
all who knew him. J. L. 

NOTES. 
,vE learn from the Political Notes in the Times that the recent 

dismissals at Coopers Ilill College were discussed on '.\londay at 
a meeting held in one of the committee-rooms of the House of 
Commons. The meeting was convened by Sir \V. Anson, Sir 
:\fichael Foster, l\lr. Milward, and Mr. C. P. Trevelyan; and· 
the attendance included :\Ir. Haldane, .'.\Ir. Emmott, Mr. C. 
Douglas, :\Ir. Yoxall, Mr. Palmer, :\Ir. Spear, Mr. E. Gray, 
Mr. Lecky, :\fr. Cohen, !\Ir. J. G. Talbot, ;\fr. B:utley, :\Ir. 
Norman and :\Ir. Howard. Apologies for inahility to be pre
sent were received from Sir R. Jebb, Sir J. B,tty-Tuke, Mr. 
J. A. Campbell, Str L. l\lclver and l\lr. Leigh-Bennett. This 
list, ·it will be seen, includes not only members of all the British 
parties, but the representatives of all the Universities. It was. 
decided to request another interview with Lord George 
Hamilton, in order to press upon him the necessity for an 
inquiry into the whole circumstances. Failing success in this 
endeavour the matter will be brought forward in the l louse 
at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Ix the House of Commons on Tuesday, Lord George Hamilton 
said, in reply to a question by l\!r. O'Mara :-Colonel Ottley';;. 
suggestions for the rearrangement of the course of study at 
Coopers Hill are dated June 13, 1900, and the report of the 
board upon them is dated the 24th of the same month. The 
visitors who signed the report are, with scarcely an exception, 
experts of the highest authority upon the technical questions 
submitted to them, and thay arc selected in order that they may 
advise as experts.-1\Ir. ()':\Iara asked whether the conclusions 
were come to by the committee at a single sitting. Lord G. 
Hamilton said that the committee had the memoranda some 
time before them. The report was a long and exhaustive one, 
but he could not say whether its consideration only occupied 
one s1ttmg. Mr. O'Mara: ",vas not the meeting to consider 
the report called for the 24th, and did not the committee report 
the same day?" No reply was given. In answer to a further 
question by Mr. O':\lara, Lord G. Ilamilton said :-Colonel Ottley 
was informed when he became pr"!sidcnt that the existing system. 
of instruction was not considered to be satisfactory and required 
remodelling. Colonel Ottley has an unbroken experience of 
twenty-five years' service in India in almost every department of 
civil engineering, and the special knowledge he thus obtained 
of the training and capacity of the young engineers working under 
him from Coopers Hill pre-eminently qualified him to advise as 
to the special technical training required for the Public Works. 
Department in India.-:\lr. O':\iara asked whether he was t<> 
understand that the code of regulations, which provided that 
the president should be assisted hy the teachers in regulating 
the course of studies, was not carried out by the present presi
dent. Lord G. Ilamilton understood that Colonel Ottley had 
been in frequent communication with the teachers. 

A SMALL zoological expedition is just starting for the Malay 
Peninsula. It consists of :\Ir. N. Annandale, who was a 
mernber of the "Skeat " expedition to the Siamese Malay 
States in 1899, and !\Ir. ll. C. Robinson, hon. research 
assistant in the Zoological Department of University College, 
Liverpool. They intend to settle for a year in the nativP State· 
of J alor, near the east coast of Lower Siam, and to explore the 
neighbourhood of Patani and Biseret. Collections will be made 
in all branches of natural history, while one of the special 
objects of the expedition is the study of the pre-Malayan tribes. 
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